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Have you felt disconnected?
P.S. 2 out of 5 Denver residents report sometimes or always feeling alone.1
There is little doubt we are living in one of the most polarized moments in our
nation’s history. With a widening wealth gap, divisive politics, racial dissension and
two years of COVID isolation and escalating loneliness, a path to re-connection is
needed more than ever.
In many ways, our times represent a major health crisis, represented in rising
depression and anxiety in all people and all ages2.
We believe humans are made for relationship. Without healthy connection, we suffer,
we lose trust, we become ill – not only as individuals, but as a greater society.
The table is a small step toward battling these enormous challenges, in reclaiming
what is both ancient and timely – the shared meal.
1 Cigna Healthcare, 2018
2 Boston University, 2021

A Table Is
A single, long table where people of all walks of life and diversities share a meal.
When we eat together, the table reveals our shared humanity
and fundamental sameness and holds the explosive potential to
increase our sense of belonging, cultivate understanding and
honor our differences.
At the table, without distractions, sitting face to face, we can
feel seen, heard and known.
At each table, a diverse group of people are intentionally invited
by hosts. Beautifully set with real place settings and decorations,
guests contribute by bringing a personally-meaningful dish to
share. One or two questions displayed in the center of the table
prompt deep and authentic conversation.

Kevin J. Beaty

The Impact of the Table
Like slow-cooked food, the table nourishes and impacts deeply.
Our overall mission is to inspire and equip everyday people to
set tables in their neighborhoods, where they work, where they
worship, where they play.
After 40+ tables, we have plenty of stories reflecting
meaningful impact - new friendships, job connections and
greater awareness of others and their culture through shared
conversation and storytelling.
For evaluation, all guests are surveyed before and after the
table, measuring feelings of self-awareness, connection and
relational health individually, as well as in the larger community.
Guests also report on any follow-up activities such as setting
their own table or block party, hosting at a future table and/or
getting involved with our organization.

Our Mission is to Build
A mile-long table for 5,280 people from all over
Denver to share a meal.
Where
Downtown Denver
*Permiting in process

Cultivating...
Connection

When

Inclusivity

August/September 2023.

Community

Who
660 hosts representing communities from all over Denver (all
ethnicities, ages and socioeconomic backgrounds) will sponsor
each table for a donation and personally invite seven people who
will be treated to a meal from a Denver area restaurant.

Table for 6 Docuseries
An 8-episode TV series called ‘Table for 6’ showing the power of
the shared meal in the lives of six strangers airing on local TV and
YouTube.
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The 5280 Table is designed
to catalyze a movement.

Generosity
Compassion

Why Set a Mile-Long Table?
We have a big dream to set a really big table - a mile-long table for
the Mile-High City.

Our Vision

This groundbreaking event will be an elaborate display of solidarity
and connection between people of all diversities, at a table unique
to who we are as a city.

To see cities and organizations
everywhere become places
of hospitality, where people
of diverse backgrounds and
circumstances regularly share
meals with one another.

More than our altitude, we believe our mile-long table will reflect
and breathe new life into our deep-rooted history of diversity and
pioneering, while taking small steps toward reconciling the pain of
racism and prejudice still experienced in our city.
We hope to be a city who models for the rest of the nation a way
forward toward meaningful connection and respect for one another,
while inspiring a rediscovery of the shared meal for all who watch.
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Your Place at the Table
What dreams do you have for our city? What role do you want
to play in bringing our city together?
Your participation means connecting our city in a meaningful
way, decades of pride for our city and providing an example to a
watching world.

Your leadership will inspire:
• 7,000 participants (attendees and volunteers)
• 1+ million PBS viewers - docuseries TV show (See page 8)
• Hundreds of Colorado companies
• 35+ Colorado mayors and their cities
• 10+ Denver restaurants
• Hundreds of Colorado non-profits
• 5+ major media outlets and potential national exposure
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“Hospitality means primarily
the creation of free space
where the stranger can enter
and become a friend instead of
an enemy. Hospitality is not to
change people, but to offer them
space where change can take
place. It is not to bring men and
women over to our side, but to
offer freedom not disturbed by
dividing lines.”

- Henri J.M. Nouwen

The Organization
After years of setting tables, Tim Jones & Malcolm Newton cofounded Longer Tables, a 501(c)(3) corporation, in 2021 with the
mission to bring people together over the table and cultivate
cultures of hospitality.
Longer Tables have hosted 40+ events to date bringing together
over 2,500 guests.

Tim Jones

Founder & Exec. Director,
Board Member
Longer Tables, 501c3

Board Members
Erika Anderson
Carrie Feldman
Matt Wurtzbacher
Linda Joy Wurtzbacher
Kimsoo Como
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“Our full humanity is contingent
on our hospitality; we can be
complete only when we are
giving something away; when we
sit at the table and pass the peas
to the person next to us we see
that person in a whole new way.”

- Alice Waters

Table for 6 Docuseries
Prior to the 5280 Table event, we will premiere an 8-episode TV series called ‘Table for 6’ showing the power
of the shared meal in the lives of six strangers. The series will air on local TV and YouTube.*
Few things are more powerful than storytelling
through mass media.
To communicate the ‘why’ and vision of The
5280 Table, this 8-episode series will show six
strangers sharing several meals as they discuss
both the personal and larger societal issues
impacting their lives.
Each episode will feature a deep dive into
the backstory of one of our guests; their
childhoods, memorable meals over the years,
how they see work, their dreams and more.
As they get to know one another, we will see
the power of the table to melt boundaries and
differences and illustrate what we hope to
happen on a larger scale for those who sit at
The 5280 Table.
The series will also act as a commercial for
The 5280 Table and will invite viewers to get
involved.
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*Contingent upon funding.

July 15, 2021

Tim Jones
Truce Media
truce.media
Dear Tim:
I am pleased to write a letter
of support concerning televisi
on series you are producing
Table for Six.
titled
Table for Six--

featuring six strangers from
metro Denver with radically
religious, social, political and
opposing ethnic,
personal differences as they
discuss the most pertinent
day over several dinners, culmina
issues of our
ting in the 5280 Table event.

It is my belief that your eight
part ½ hour episodic series
will serve the needs and interes
Rocky Mountain PBS viewers
ts of
. Timely in nature given our
post-pandemic societal focus
rebuilding communities. Agricul
on
ture, food, dining, and shared
connections are top of mind.
I expect this series will meet
the journalistic, technical, conten
t, and underwriting guidelines
Rocky Mountain PBS,
of
Rocky Mountain PBS is a
statewide network that reache
s one million households with
in Denver, Pueblo/Colorado
stations
Springs, and Grand Junctio
n. We broadcast to a wide
audience members, from young
variety of
children who learn with progra
substantial core audience
ms like Sesame Street, up
of lifelong learners aged 55+.
to a
I expect your series to continu
appeal to our dedicated viewers
e to
.
I wish you great success in
your fundraising efforts and
look forward to working with
future.
you in
Sincerely,

Brad Haug
Director of Programming
bradhaug@rmpbs.org

the

The Extra Mile
How the Table Continues Following the Event
Following the 5280 Table, guests and hosts are invited to set tables in their own neighborhoods, businesses
and communities by renting our Table Kit and replicating the table experience, whether they set a table for six
or sixty.
Our Table Block Party Kit makes it easy to set tables on neighborhood streets, a simple catalyst to bring
neighbors together, which in turn leads to ongoing friendships and fostering a sense of good neighboring.
The 5280 Table will launch The Table Truck (see next page) - a fully-equipped truck with tables, chairs, settings,
a dishwasher and decorations (table decor) - on request and available to any neighborhood who wishes to
bring neighbors together. (We may even surprise some neighborhoods!)
“How to Set a Table” Guides, in both printed and digital forms will be made available for those desiring to learn
how to set tables at home, in their neighborhood, in the marketplace or in their faith community.
Yard signs will be given to all participants and made available on our website for a small donation. Signs will say
“Ask me about setting a table in our neighborhood!”
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Hosts and participants will be invited to set tables around the city, as well as a 1st Annual 5280 Table in 2024.

The Table Truck
We are looking for the right sponsor to bring the Table to neighborhoods across Denver!
Your logo will appear on all three sides of the truck.

Partnering with a neighborhood ‘Host,’ the Table Truck easily
brings the Table to the neighborhood with whimsy and delight.
Equipped with tables, chairs, place settings, table decorations
and enchanting decorations like lights and a front door,
the Table Truck brings the dining room to the street where
neighbors will connect over food and intentional conversation.

INSIDE THE TRUCK
• Tables and chairs
• Full place settings + table decorations
• A front door and welcome mat
• Extendable lighting
• A sink and dishwasher so the truck is
ready the next day!

You + 5280 Table: Sponsorship
Sponsors will be featured on all activities regarding The 5280 Table event, as well as the Table for 6 TV
show, airing on local TV and YouTube. All donations are tax-deductible.

Presenting Sponsor
Exclusive Presenting
Sponsor
$150,000

• Logo accompanying The 5280 Table logo, “as presented by”.
• 20-second embedded custom spot and verbal mention on each episode of
‘Table for 6’ TV show broadcast on Local TV and streaming on YouTube.
• Logo and organization featured on all press releases and verbal mentions
in interviews.
• Featured placement of logo on all marketing collateral including website,
email communications (registration, confirmation, etc.), event merchandise
(t-shirts), event-day signage.
• Ten dedicated social media posts (Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, Facebook).
• Featured placement of logo on all major promotional campaigns, including
full-page ad in The Denver Post.
• Full page in event souvenier program (to be given to all participants). Front
or back of program.
• Three tables for 8 guests each.
• Category exclusivity.
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• Digital ad placement on 5280table.org.
• Exclusive sponsor networking and community gatherings.

Entree
2 Sponsors
$50,000

• 20-second embedded custom spot and verbal mention on each
episode of ‘Table for 6’ TV show broadcast on Local TV and streaming
on YouTube.
• Logo and organization featured on all press releases and verbal
mentions in interviews.
• Featured placement of logo on all marketing collateral including
website, social media posts, email communications (registration,
confirmation, etc.), event merchandise (t-shirts), event-day signage.
• Featured placement of logo on all major promotional campaigns,
including full-page ad in The Denver Post.
• Five dedicated social media posts (Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn,
Facebook).
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• Full page in souvenier program (to be given to all participants).
• Three tables for 8 guests each.
• Category exclusivity.
• Digital ad placement on 5280table.org.
• Exclusive sponsor networking and community gatherings.

Appetizer
2 Sponsors
$25,000

• Includes a 3-second embedded custom spot and verbal mention on
each episode of ‘Table for 6’ TV show broadcast on Local TV and
streaming on YouTube.
• Logo on all marketing collateral including website, social media posts,
email communications (registration, confirmation, etc.), t-shirts and
event-day signage.
• Featured placement of logo on all major promotional campaigns,
including full-page ad in The Denver Post.
• Three dedicated social media posts (Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn,
Facebook).
• Full page in souvenier program (to be given to all participants).
• Two tables for 8 guests each.
• Exclusive sponsor networking and community gatherings.
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Dessert
10 Sponsors
$10,000

• Logo on each episode of ‘Table for 6’ TV show broadcast on Local TV
and streaming on YouTube.
• Logo on all marketing collateral including website, social media posts,
email communications (registration, confirmation, etc.), t-shirts and
event-day signage.
• Two dedicated social media posts (Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn,
Facebook).
• Full page in souvenier program (to be given to all participants).
• Placement of logo on all promotional campaigns, including ad in The
Denver Post.
• Two tables with 8 guests each.
• Exclusive sponsor networking and community gatherings.
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Drinks
45 Sponsors
$5,280

• One table with 8 guests.
Choice of logo or name on:
• Website
• One social media post
• Email communications (registration, confirmation, etc.)
• Exclusive sponsor networking and community gatherings.

Let’s set this table!
Tim Jones
(310) 295-8627
tim@longertables.org

